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Brunswickan Entertainment
achieved acclaim among her musical fiddle music and step dancing,,to 
peers having won the East Coast Music singing and guitar solos. It appeared as

Picture a rpmin f ii- u-n , Awarcl in the “Roots/Traditional Artist" though there was something for
Picture a terrain of rolling hills, wind category in 1992. In addition, her third

swept and cold in the dying twilight. It album Fit as a Fiddle brought her the
waTkTffind? thK Sma11 P3th y°U title of“Instrumental Artis15 of the Year" the best I have experienced at a concert 

heann, th! H ' ‘SamyStiCal at the East Coast Music Awards, of this nature. From the opening set of
hear carried ÎÜ7* y0U. 0nward’ y°u Certainly a career that has long since jigs and reels (styles of fiddle melodies)
Î elZ e f I °"the Wm,d'a fcW «one beyond its initial stages. the audience participated

vou UnwTh “n8 m y and 1 h3Ve been an avid fan of Nata‘ie wholeheartedly. It always adds to the 
the crest Jr? ^ dl,mb MacMaster for a number of years, so if enjoyment of a concert if the crowd is
ZZ f° " SkmaU hdl and the vaUeY Y°u are reading this article hoping to in tune with the message the musician

unfolds before you. Nestled low hear a negative concert review, you have is trying to convey, regardless of the .
g a gentile brook you see a small come to the wrong place. However, I musical style, and 1 must admit that this

house with one window warmly lit. The implore you, please read on, and if you crowd would rival any I have
winds blow, causing you to pull the did not have the pleasure to enjoy her experienced. It was apparent that the
edge of your collar up to shield your musical magic at this past concert,
face, but also carrying more notes of the perhaps this will entice you not to miss
melody you heard moments before. You her next,
smile, and move on with a quickened

$5.75everyone.
The mood of the crowd was one of Monday to Saturday 

10:00a.m. to 4:00p.m.

458-2907>le to look at, 
way to get 

leave it at that.

m - a marriage 
Hmm - tough 
awful lot, and
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response was appreciated by the 
performers as the mood turned from a AWARDS FOR EXCELLENCE
concert setting into what seemed like a 

... The Playhouse was nearly full, with few friends relaxing with some music
pace, anticipating the evening of music an estimate from one of the Playhouse at home 
and fellowship you have travelled far to 
enjoy...

Wondering exactly what kind of a MacMaster, but also four other 
review this is? Where did the thoughts individuals rounding out the group 
included above come from? They come who have significant solo A 
from a music that is not only careers of the own. Natalie’s 
entertaining, but also a music that group consisted of 
rejuvenates and speaks to the soul. They D 
come from the Natalie MacMaster

IN TEACHING

ATTENTION: STUDENTS AND FACULTYrepresentatives placing attendance at 
over 650. The concert featured Natalie

It was stated by a number of 
audience members that they 

had rarely seen the level of 
y energy portrayed by 

Natalie MacMaster. 
She has an ability 
to perform and 

express the music 
she plays rather then simply 

presenting it with no heart or feeling. 
In addition the quality of her playing is 
really second to none. It seems that

THE AWARD is dedicated to the late Dr. Allan P. Stuart and is 
to honour persons who are representative of outstanding teaching 
achievement at the University of New Brunswick.

ELIGIBILITY : A candidate must teach at least one 3-credit hour 
undergraduate course, and at least one 3-credit hour course each 
term, during the academic year in which the nomination is made. 
It is not expected that the nominees should excel in all criteria 
listed on the nomination form, but they should be qualified in 
most categories. Individuals are not eligible if they have been 
previous recipients of the Award.
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ation. \nd it 
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level of 
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e me cringe. 
Downtown’, 
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concert at the Playhouse in 
Fredericton. NOMINATION: Candidates for the Award are proposed and 

recommended to the Senate Committee on Quality of Teaching by 
students and faculty of the University.

The basic information required is contained on the Nomination 
Forms, which are available from the University Secretary, 
Fredericton; the Vice-President (Saint John) ; the Student 
Council, Saint John or Fredericton; and Faculty offices, 
may nominate or support more than one candidate, 
must be signed by two nominators. The Committee places little 
value on long lists of signatures supporting a nomination. 
However, signed letters or paragraphs of support from a variety 
of sources (current and former students, faculty members, 
Department Chairs or Deans) can enhance a nomination.

Send nominations to the University Secretary, Room 110, Old 
Arts Building, UNB Fredericton, or to the Vice-President (Saint 
John), Room 110, Oland Hall, UNB Saint John.

siFor those of you who 
did not attend the concert i 
and are unfamiliar with I 
Natalie MacMaster, I I 

present a short ' 
introduction. She was born 
in Troy, Inverness County, 
Cape Breton, Nova Scotia. 
She comes from a

even though the diversity of the tunes 
she plays increases over the years, the 

Madsaac precision of the pieces has 
acoustic faltered. Whether she is performing a 
electric slow air or toe-tapping reel, each note 

guitar, Tracey Dares on penetrates the listener, and I would be
P'ano, and Tom Roach on amazed if anyone could resist its power,

drums. The fourth performer is a The mixing of this skill with a relaxed,
prestigious musical singer originally from Penh Andover, modest, and captivating stage presence
heritage, including Linda Brooks, who will be releasing her makes an evening of her music an
Buddy MacMaster, her uncle and a first album Painted Moon, just before experience that will linger long after the
master of the Cape Breton fiddle. She Christmas. From her first note to her fiddle is cased and the stage lights
was supported from an early age by her last, the audience was transfixed. She dimmed.
family to pursue music, and is still performed a number of her own songs As is evident from this review, the 
supported as was evident in her including one written for her father. Her concert was an experience that all
appearance in CBC’s television musical abilities were demonstrated in who were not in attendance should
programme “Up on the Roof. At the age a Mary Black song titled 'Thorn Upon regret missing. It is difficult to put
of 23, she has already forged a place for the Rose' and vividly in a final a cappella into words what this music means to «
herself in traditional Cape Breton hymn titled T Feel The Winds of God those of us who hold it dear. It is a
music, and is spreading that position Today'. This final piece possessed a music that is steeped in tradition and
worldwide with appearances in the clarity of tone and voice that was has arisen out of the tragedies and
United States, the Far East, the United remarkable, and left the audience

never No one 
The formon

and

I
v. . triumphs of countless generations
Kingdom, in Ireland, New Zealand, and wishing for more. She is definitely a both in Scotland and Cape Breton. It 
recently in Denmark and Belgium talent to be experienced with a beautiful is a music that can move its listeners 
where she performed at the acclaimed voice that took the Crowd, and this from the depths of despair to the 
Womex Festival. She has always reviewer by pleasant surprise. summit of joy with a mere draw of the
remained true to her Canadian and The concert presented a relaxed bow. Many have undertaken the task 
specifically Maritime fans as well as not atmosphere, with the members of bringing this music to those who 
compromising the involved exchanging in banter among have not yet experienced it, but few

musical standards she holds. With themselves and with the audience, are performing the deed as well or
every concert she expresses a pride and There was no attempt by one individual as nobly as Natalie MacMaster If you
love for the music she plays that to monopolize the spotlight, and have not experienced it please do
captivates an audience in a way that is outstanding solo selections were For those of us who love it and are
hard to describe. performed by both Dave Maclsaac and away from home missing it, or those

In addition to claiming an ever Tracey Dares. The concert encompassed of us who have acquired it in our 
growing number of fans, she has also everything from traditional Scottish travels, we say...play on!
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GRECO

Add a Loonie
for 8" Garlic Fingers with sauce

Only Greco Guarantees
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So it's back after a week off! iVe have a copy of the very wonderful Blood and Chocolate by the equally 
wonderful Elvis Costello to give away this week. But it is not just your usual run-of-the-mill copy. Oh no. It 
is a limited edition one with a bonus disc that has a nice long interview with Elvis. And that's not all - there 

is a runner up prize of a 5 track sampler from the Mike Scott album.
Good stuff.

And all you have to do to win is:
name five of the albums that Elvis Costello 

recorded with the Attractions.
Get yer entries into The Bruns office by midnight on Tuesday, and the 

first couple of entries plucked from the sack-o'-entries will win.
Simple as that.

FREE Delivery
in 30 minutes or Free Food*

COLLINS
PHARMACY
i Prescription 

s Depot

* After 5PM conditions Permitting

Greco Student Number 452^0033
We also deliver Free*

Donairs, Oven Subs
Garlic Fingers, Chicken Wings 
Mozza Sticks

Now open at the Help 
Centre in the SUB * Minimum $8.00 orderere.
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